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the Holy Scriptures and see whether they are given by God or made
by men. It ls Incumbent on ua to examtDfl! whether In our position
today we become guilty of giving an exaggerated Importance to
doctrinal dUierences, These lines are written In the conviction that
1f we adhere to the two principles set forth above, that of unawervtng loyalty to everything the Scriptures say and teach, and
that of willlngness to bear with those who err in non-fundamental
doctrines, as long as their error must not be regarded as due to
disloyalty to the Scriptures, we cannot justly be accused of overemphasizing doctrinal differences. It would be a calamfty if in
a clay of confusion and apostasy, when a deluge of heretical teaching
and unbelief rushes upon the Church, our Synod should cease to
manifest the firm, manly, courageous attitude of Luther, Chemnitz,
and our own synodical fathers in behalf of the truth and adopt a
comprornfslng stand in matters of doctrine and church practice.
It would, however, be a calamity,. too, in these clays when Christians need mutual strengthening, if In our zeal to defend the
truth we should violate the principles of love, patience, and forbearance which the Scriptures plainly inculcate, and give to certain
doctrinal differences an importance, which they, taken by themselves, do not possess. That there are numerous questions which
suggest themselves as this topic is studied and that an examination
of the Scriptural considerations underlying the stand of the fathers
is urgently required, no one will deny. My hope Is that in the
coming months conferences and individuals will give earnest and
prayerful attention to this subject in its various ramifications.
May the great Head of the Church mercifully grant all of us His
Holy Spirit as we ponder the work and the responsibility which
at the opening of the new year rest upon our shoulders.
W.Amn>T

Verbal Inspiration - a Stumbling-Block to the Jews
and Foolishness to the Greeks
(Continued)

There is no end to the sophistries, misstatements, and puerilities
which the moderns marshal against Verbal Inspiration. But there
ls an end to the readers' patience. So we shall bring our examination of the first objection to an end with the present writing.
No.18. When the moderns ask us to yield up Verbal Inspiration, frankly to admit that the holy writers made many mistakes,
In order to give the infidel less cause to be offended and keep men
from being forced into skeptlcfsm, they commit a psychological
fallacy. -The moderns actually make this proposal. ''Take the
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utterances which trench on the domain of sclence," insist that
these utterances are true, "and men like Tyndall and Huxley are
forced Into akeptlcfmn. • • • Because there are some things in the
Bible he cannot be quite sure of, he gives it all up." (J. M.
Gibson.) We must "shorten our line of defense," give up the
teaching that "the very words of Scripture are the Word of God,"
if we would gain men whose "Weltanschauung, or philosophical
outlook, is different" (J. Aber]y). See pages 261 ff. and 404 above
for these and other similar statements. "Seelenmordende Verbalinspiration" is the term used by Dr. Johannes Meinhold (PczatoraZblciette-r, 1933, p. 443). R. F. Horton formulates the appeasement
proposal thus: "If we feel called upon to invent an unfounded
dogma that this book is, as it were, written by God, or at least
guaranteed against all errors, scientific, chronological, historical,
or literary, we must remember the responsibility which we incur; the attacks on revelation which are made on the ground
of that fictitious theory are attacks of our own creation. If, on the
other hand, we will allow this Book of Genesis to be precisely
what it is, without claiming for it anything more than it evidently
claims for itself, we shall find that the quibbles of Infidelity will
fall silent. . . . It is quite possible that the Book of Jonah may
by its obvious inspiration reach the conscience of a reader and
turn him to God; but if you start with the demand that the episode
of the fish is a matter of faith, you at once close the book and its
message to the modem mind. . . . The frank surrender of that
hurtful dogma - of the worm-eaten dogmatism of the guardians
of the letter of Scripture -will be the beginning of a new era of
faith in the Bible and its revelation." (Revelation. and the Bible,
pp. 59, 259, 262, 405.)
•
This demand that the Church surrender the teaching of
Verbal, Plenary Inspiration, of the infallibility of Scripture, as
being a hurtful dogma originates in fallacious thinking. The
demand operates, for one thing, with a logical fallacy. This is the
demand: The Bible contains many mistakes; therefore honesty
and wisdom require that the Church no longer insist on the infallibility of Scripture. That would be a perfectly good argument
if the premise were correct. But the premise is false, as we have
demonstrated ad nauseam. So we need not discuss this logical
fallacy any longer. What we are going to discuss is the psychological mistake the appeasers are making.
1) They do not understand the psychology of the Bibletheologian, the Bible-Christian. We cannot surrender one word of
Holy Scripture. We are convinced that every word of Scripture
is a word of God. We should be guilty of high treason if we gave
up one jot or tittle of the oracles of God, if we would try to gain
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the good will of the Infidel or unbeliever by IUl'l"eDdering certain
provinces of the holy land. So, when the modems hold their
appeasement conferences, they need not ask the Bible-Christians
to attend. Their passionate appeal to WI to save the Bible and
the cawie of the Church by yielding up parts of the Bible makes
no impression upon us. The only impression it makes upon us is
that we are filled with indignation for being asked to do such
a thing.

We can understand why the liberals attend the appeasement
conference. Thev look upon the Bible as a purely human book.
They feel at liberty to censor and edit it to the liking of themselves
and the others. And we can somewhat understand the attitude of
the conservatives among the modems. They have convinced themselves that those portions of Scripture which offend them and
others are not God's Word. And so they feel free to delete them
in order not to offend the unbeliever. What we cannot understand is that they should think for one moment that those who
have a holy awe of Scripture as being throughout God's Word
would make common cause with those who set out to ravage and
despoil it.
Are the moderns really asking the Bible-theologians to become l;helr allies? They are not, indeed, going to put it in these
bald terms: We know that you believe in Verbal Inspiration, but
we are asking you to sacrifice your conscience. But they do
expect that their loud cry that the educated classes cannot accept
the Bible as it is will make some impression on us, raise the
thought in our minds whether it might not be better not to hold
out so stubbornly for Verbal lnspiration.1:ill> And they hope to
soften our resistance with the argument that these "mistakes"
are, after all, matters of minor importance. They used that argument on themselves; they argued themselves into the belief that
matters which do not directly concern salvation lie outside of
Inspiration. They hope that such considerations will influence
our attitude, too. Do they know so little of the psychology of
the Bible-Christian?
They misjudge us and (2) they misjudge the unbeliever.
If they think they can win the doubter and unbeliever by making
conceuions, they betray their ignorance of the psychology of the
155) "l'bese tactics have_proved effec:Uve. Dr.Pieper: "The threat is
uttered that the Church will lose it.I lnftuence in the world, fall into
contempt, and drag out a miserable existence if it will not submit to
so-called aclence u the supreme authority and permit it to purge and
c:ertlfy the Christian doctrine. • . • This threat bu intimidated the entire
modem so-called 'confessional,' 'conservative' theology. Modem theology
bu made an appeasement with aclence." (Pn>c., Delegate Si,nocl, 1899,
p. 3'.)
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skeptic. His mind is so constituted that, if he gains the right to
repudiate one statement, one teaching of Scripture, be will clahn
the right to repudiate two and more statements and teacbinga. And
you cannot blame him for that. If any man is given the right to
reject that which does not agree with bis "scientific" mind or with
his reason, he is not going to atop at the "mistakes'' of the Bible,
but will repudiate anything that is offensive to him. How are you
going to atop him from deleting the doctrine of the deity of Christ
and of the vicarious satisfaction and all other teachings which are
offensive to his carnal reason? Start out to appease the skeptic,
and you will have to yield one province after the other. Those
who think that, if they yield one half of the Bible to the unbeliever,
he will gladly accept the other half do not know the workings of
the unbelieving mind.IGO>
You aim to win the doubting, skeptical mind for the Bible by
making these concessions? You are turning it against the Bible!
By all the laws of psychology the man who has learned (from you!)
that half of the Bible is untrustworthy will conclude that the other
half is not much better. "The clever skeptic can ask such awkward questions as these: 'If, as you allege, there are errors in the
Bible in some things, why not in others -why not in all? If it has
erred in an indefinite number of things, why should I believe
it in others or be asked to receive it as true in anything?' "
(M'Intosh, op. cit., p. 471.) He will be filled with suspicion of the
Bible; yea, he will come to the inescapable conclusion that the
Bible is a lying book. The skeptic does not have to be particularly
clever to make this deduction. Common sense tells him that,
" if the Bible is not God's book, it is a book of miserable lies. Why?
It claims to be the Word of God. But one who assumes a name
to which he is not entitled is a swindler and cheat." (Proc. lo,a11
Dist., 1891, pp. 26, 31.) The skeptic who reasons thus bas logic
on his side, and because of his bad psychology he is quick to
operate with this good logic; he thanks the moderns for the concession they are making; they are catering to his innate hatred
of the Bible.lGT>
158) H. M'Intosb: ''Their [the modems'] theory of indefinite erroneoumess, by setting reason above revelation and making man's own
individual consciousness the standard and judge in the ultimate issue
of what is true and what la fahle in Holy Writ, warrants every man in
accepting or rejecting just 81 much or 81 little of it 81 he thinks flt, or
none at all should he think beat." Cl• Ch.rid Infallible 11nd &he Bible
Tn&e? P. 456.)
157) And if he is lost, the appeasers will be held aecountable. N. R.
Best cries out: "Only God knows how many ■ou1s that folly [the doctrine of plenary inspiration] has ruined!" "Ibe truth of the matter is that
"the price of a lowered and unsettling view of Scripture has been, and
is being, paid for by the eternal 1oa of countlea soula" (H. M'Intosb,
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These men surely are adepts in the arts of sophistry. They
know how to mix up truth and falaehood for the purpose of proving
a lie. It is certa1nly a fact, an undeniable truth, that many intellectuala take occaalon to stumble at the Word because of the "mistakes'' in the Bible. That is mixed up with the lie that Scripture
is mistaken in many of its statements and with the lie that the
theologians invented the dogma of verbal inspiration. And that is
done in the interest of the lying delusion that men can be won for
the truth, for the Church, by the suppression of the truth.1li8>
S) The moderns should study and apply the psychological approach and method which the Holy Ghost employs. He does not
appeal to the thinking of the natural mind, which is and remains
enmity against God and His Word. He creates a new way of
thinking-the psychology of the Christian which bows before
every word of God. And He creates this new psychology simply
by preaching the Word. Let us win the skeptic and confirm the
doubting Christian through the testimony of the Bible itself! The
divine power inheres in the words written in the Bible; and when
we confront the doubter and unbeliever with the bare, simple
statements of Scripture, we have the power and persuasiveness
of God on our side. Let that work on the doubter. That will, by
the grace of God, win the consent of men despite the protest of
their old way of thinking. -And here are the appeasers laying
aside the sword of the Spirit, the quick and powerful Word, and
trying to win the battle by retreating before the enemy, by conceding the partial erroneousness of Scripture. It is unspeakable
folly, and it must be "paid for by the eternal loss of countless souls."
No.19. We must take the time to examine one more sophistry.
We have promised, in Footnote 10, that we would sometime look
into the "tu quoque'' argument, and though the sophistry back
of it is so bald that it seems a waste of time and paper further
to uncover it, we must keep our engagement.
In support of the thesis that reason has the right to sit in
op. c:tt., p. 457). The price is paid by those who pennit the objections of
carnal wisdom to uproot their faith or strengthen them in their unbelief.
But God will demand their blood at the hand of those who nourished
their doubt or unbelief. (See pages 425 f. above; also Co111c. TBEoL.
MTBLY., VIII, p. MS.)
158) It is a delusion. Dr. Walther: "We are firmly convinced that
it ii not poalble to better the present apostate world through the lie
that the 81.vlnely revealed truth is in flrie accord with the wisdom of
this world; its only help lies in this, that the divine foolishness, the old
unadulterated Gospel, be preached to it." (Lehnr und Wehn, 1875, p. 41.
See Pieper, Cl&T. Dog. I,
191.) It ii a delusion ta think that faith can
be really helped by estal>fsbin1 harmony between the Bible and ac:ience
(see Walthers statement, lac. cit.); and a wicked and cruel deception ii
beJng practiced when this harmony ii established by CPDCeJing Scripture
statements. Can. a lie serve faith?

f·
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judgment on Scripture and to reject any statement which is "unreasonable" 111, this argument is advanced: Since God has given
men reason, He wants them to use it as their guide through
Scripture; and when you Bible-theologians employ reason in
studying Scripture, you are supporting the thesis that reason bas
the r.ight to judge Scripture. N. R. Best: ''It may seem a jesting
'tu quoque• to say of the literally orthodox in Bible-studies that
they are more inveterate rationalists than the higher critics, whom
they so unanimously condemn. But it is not a jest; it is the easily
observable fact. Confronting two seemingly disagreeing portions
of Scripture, the conservative weaves a great net of cross references
by which he drags the questioned paragraph or chapter into a
decidedly different orientation. . . . The result reached is the
product of a purely human exercise in the art of rationalizing the
varied materials of the Bible. • . . He puckers his brow for hours
at a time attempting to range all the data of the story in one consistent chain. He has a perfect right to. But it's reason he's using;
he's an undeniable rationalist. . . . Certainly the reflective and
the scrupulous among students using these methods of exposition
cannot pretend to abide by the dictum that men have no right to
invade the realm of divine revelation with reason's readjustments. . . . The very nature of reason, as God has embedded it in
the intelligence of men, gives it a houndlike scent for what is not
plain, for what is apparently altogether non-understandable. It is
preposterous to put all this artificial enmity between reason and
revelation. God gave both, and He prepared the one that it might
receive the other. He has fitted each to each." (Inapiration,
pp. 117- 121.)100>
That is sophistry. It is certainly true that we employ our
reason in studying Scripture. God certainly wants us to use our
intelligence in order to understand the meaning of the words He
.s peaks to us. You must be able to think logically in order to

..

159) R. F. Horton: ''The dead are not raised; and such magical
prodigies as the transportation of a body through the air are dishonoring
to the general tone, the high and spiritual tone, of the narrative. • • •
.Faith must not be encumbered with demands which atniin the nuon."
(Op. ci&., p. 284 f.)
160) Similarly S. P. Cadman: ''The Bible ls addressed to human
intelligence. . . . The Scriptures themselves do not outlaw man's judgment on their content& Why should we do so?" (Ana,aen to Evffll,da.11 Queatfons, p. 258.) G. L. Raymond: "The ver., acceptance of revelation as a guide to life involves the use of reason." (The Pavcholom/ of
In,pinuion, p. 319.) R. T. Stamm: "We must never forget that it is imDOSSible to construct a systematic theology without employing the same
"human reason which too many of our writers have tried to deprive of
.all validity at the outset." (Luda. Church Quan., April, 19'0, (>, 129.)
Ingersoll: "If God did not intend I should think, why did He give me
.a iihlnker'?" (Lectures, p. 383.)
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set the import of any statement in Scripture or any other book.
That la the God-pleasing uaua rc&tlonu fflinuteriaU., or ~ But lt la a transparent fallacy to deduce from the fact that a
certain use of reason la required that any other use of reason
la permlalble, the un&a rc&tlonu magiaterialia, by which reason
la permitted to critlclze and correct Scripture. People ought to
be able to understand that there la a great difference between
saying that we must use our reason in order to get the meaning
and sense of a Scripture statement and saying that reason has the
right to label that statement as nonsense.1011 Scripture does not
authorize the uaus mcigiaterialia by calling for the uaua minbterialia
(see Col. 2:8; 2 Cor.10:5), nor does reason itself justify it.
Reason being the judge, Best's and Stamm'■ argument is based on
a fallacy. To use harsher language, it la a sophlatical argument.
It operates with an ambiguous term. When these men say: Is not
the Bible addressed to human intelligence? we shall not go on
with the argument till they specify very exactly what the Bible,.
according to their view, expects human intelligence and reason to do.
They go so far, by the way, as to contend that Scripture itself
submits its teaching to the judgment of reason. They quote Is. 1: 18!
Best: ''Every page of the Bible might be justly inscribed with
the invitation which stands in living letters on the first page of
the prophet Isaiah: 'Come now and let us reason together, saith
Jehovah.' Reason is God's joy- not His 'black beast.' " (Loe. cit.)
Paine, too, cites this Scripture: " 'Come, now, and let us reason
together, saith the Lord.'... It is impossible to reason upon things
not comprehensible by reason; and therefore, if you keep to your
text, ••• you must admit a religion to which reason can apply,
and this certainly is not the Christian religion.'' (Life and Writings
of Thomas Paine, Vol. 6: "Age of Reason.'') Another case of
sophistry-twisting the meaning of a word, and, as it happens, of
a word which does not occur in Scripture in the sense here
attached to it. Our word does not really mean "to reason," but
it means to judge, to establish the right of a case. The English
translation has misled many. But let that go. We are willing to
accept Moffalt's translation: "Come, let me put it thus, the·
161) Quemtedt understood the difference: "Theology does not condemn the use of reason, but its abuse and its affectation of direc:t.orship,
or its magisterial use, as nonnative and decisive in divine things." (See.
B . Schmlcl, DoctriflAl Theologv, p. 35.) So did Pieper: "Human reason
must indeed be employed in interpreting Scripture, never, however, as.
prifldple, but always only u inatnifflfflt." (Lectures cm "The Luthenn
Church," p . 50.) So did L. S. Keyser: "Reason is a God-given facult.y;:
surely it must be intended to be used, thouah not abused. • • • We dis-

like rationalism, wblch aets human reason above the Bible." (A ReaSOMble F.W.., p. 2' f.)
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Eternal argues," and to Interpret: "God deigns to argue the case
with WI, that all may see the just, nay, loving principle of Hla
deallnp with men" (M. Henry), and to admit the conclusion:
God does appeal to man'• reason, to hia sense of right and wrong.
But we do not admit the argument: Because In one case God
appeala to man to uae hia reason and hla sense of justice, man's
reason is in every case fit to judge divine things. That is called
the fallacy of arguing from a specla1 case and applying it generally.
And it is sophistry to build up the caae for rationalism on the fact
that the English Bible happens to uae the word "reason" in Is. 1: 18.
You might as well harp on the words "reasonable service" in the
translation of Rom. 12: 1. And that, too, is actually being done.
G. L Raymond saya: ''The third test of truth was snid to be con-

formity to the reaults of logical inference, or reasoning. 'Let us
reason together,' saya Isaiah; let us give a 'reasonable service,'
urges Paul in Rom.12:1." (Op. cit., p.166.)
Bound to make the ve1·bal-inspiratlonist a paT'ticepa criminia
and thus estopping him from denouncing their rationalistic mishandling of Scripture, these modems elaborate the "tu quoque"
argument by charging that the doctrine of verbal inspiration is
constructed on rationalistic principles. "Frank nennt die traditionelle lnspirationslehre, das, was unsere alten Dogmatiker aus
der Schrift ueber die Schrift gelehrt haben, achlecht-n1&icmalistiache
Konsequenzmacherei." (Leh,-e und Weh,-e, 1890, p. 145.) J. Stump:
''The dogmaticians were led to maintain it (the Verbal Inspiration)
by the exegencies of the times and the atT'eas of thei7' aeve,-e Weh,-e,
1904, p. 86.) P. T. Forsyth "prodialectica." (Leh,-e und
tests against the vice of apriorism, which comes down on the Bible
with a theory of inspiration really drawn from n1tionalistic ezpectationa" and calls it "the rationalism of orthodoxy." 1·0:!> The charge
is not based on truth. We ask the Bible what it says of itself, and
only because the Bible says that every word in it is given by
inspiration do we teach Verbal Inspiration. W. Sanday is not well
acquainted with what the Bible theologians have written on the
subject of Verbal Inspiration; else he would not have administered
this lecture to them: ''The fundamental mistake that is too often
made is to form the idea of what Inspiration is from what we
162) Forsyth writes that in the preface (p. XIV) to J. M. Gibson's
The
Authority of Holy ScriptuTe. Gibson himself saya:
lnapil"Gticm a.nd
'"l'he defenders of the authoritative inspiration of the Scriptures have
postulated as a necessity of the case the emancipation of all the writen
of Scripture from the effect of human weakness and limitation. This ia
what may be called the ,uticma.Hstic method of proceeding, for it starts
with a theory framed in accordance with what the theorist regards u
reasonable and deals with all the facts in the case 1n the light of that
theory." (P.32f.)
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should antecedently expect it to be•••• We do not think it likely
that God would allow the revelation of Himself to be mixed up
with such imperfect materials. But toe an no good ;udgea of
tohat God toOUlcl or toould not do. His ways are not our ways.
Out of the imperfect He brlnp forth the perfect." (The Onicles
of God, p. 29.) That ls certainly a surprising charge. We have
been telling the rationalists that men are ''no good judges of what
God would do or not do." :And now that charge ls hurled at our
head! But the charge ls false. We form our idea of what Inspiration ls from Scripture. We say that God docs not allow the
revelation of Himself to be mixed up with errors because, first
and foremost, Scripture says that. We do show, too, that that
accords with reason, but we base our faith not on the reasonable-

ness of it but on the declaration of Scripture. So, then, while the
first form of the "tu. quoque" argument operates with a fallacy, the
second fonn ls based on misrepresentation.1~>
And, would you believe it, these men are making the verbalinsplrationlst not only a panicepa criminia but the arch-criminal.
Gibson declares that the modems "proceed on a humbler method,
• . . on the modest principle of sitting at the feet of the inspired
writers and especially at the feet of Christ Himself, the great
Master, and czccepting ,ahat thev find. thae" (loc. cit.). Best insists
that ''the liberal scholar is usually content to let the text st.and.
uT&dinu7'bed and even une:cplcdned, juat aa it is, while the "conservative weaves a great net across references," etc.; ... "he's an
undeniable rationalist, trying by reason to establish something not
mid in the Bible. • • . The literally orthodox arc more inveterate
rationalists than the higher critics" (loc. cit.). We read in Leh7'e
uT&d Wehn, 1895, p. 292: "A prominent professor says that the
doctrine of inspiration as formed by our dogmaticians does not
spring from the true comprehension and humble acceptance of
Holy Scripture but is the product of rationalistic cogitations; it is
a deduction from true presuppositions falsely applied." Any comment necessary? Lehn uT&d Weh7'e comments: ''Things have
reached such a pass that a rationalist accuses the Bible Christians
of indulging in rationalistic cogitations, while he plays the role of
true orthodoxy."
183) Dr• .T.H.C.Frltz: "We know and believe that 'all Scripture is
given by lnapiratlon of God.' We believe this not because we have arrived at this truth by a process of reasoning but because of the testimony
of the Holy Spirit, who by Bis very Word has wrought this divine conviction ln our heart. The Verbal Inspiration is an cinlclc of fciith.
Though we can prove to any one that It is ,aot even ffUOftllhle to deny
this Verbal Impiratlon, yet we can Af'l1Ue no one Into believing it; that
faith must be wrought by the Holy Spirit Hlmaelf." (Proc., Tezu Diat.,
1939, p.12.)
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No. 20. The moderns deal very largely in misstatements and
misrepresentations. That is their chief stock in trade. The basic
untruth that the Bible contains many mistakes has spawned a
countless number of other untruths. Would you want to give the
exact score of only those misstatements which have been listed
here from page one on down, some of them under the heading of
"bare oasertlona" and "sophistries''? Instead of that let us add
a few new ones; the examination of these and of some of the old
ones will exemplify and illustrate the dishonest polemics of the
modems against Verbal Inspiration.
There is the assertion of H. E. Fosdick "that at the beginning
Hebrew religion had no hope of immortality." Proof-texts cited
are F.ccl. 9: 4-6 and 3: 19. Consequently there is a contradiction
between these pussages and 1 Cor.15: 53-55. "No ingenuity of
exegesis can make these two agree." (The Modem Use of the
Bible, p. 25.) However, in Job's days Hebrew religion had the hope
of immortality, Job 19:25ff.! Those who say that this book was
written in or after the exile might ponder Gen. 15: 15: "Thou shalt
go to thy fathers in peace." If these words are not plain enough,
read Matt. 22: 31 f. The statement of Jesus stamps the assertion of
Fosdick as a misstatement. You have the choice of charging either
Fosdick or Jesus with making a misstatement.
Fosdick states further that the Bible does not really teach the
resurrecUon of the body. Read Matt. 22: 31 again: "as touching
the T'eBU.rrecticm of the dead." The only way of clearing Fosdick
of having made a misstatement is to employ the sophistry of C. H.
Dodd: "On this occasion Jesus dismisses with cool contempt the
crude notion of a renewal of physical existence." (The Authority
of the Bible, p. 219.)
How much truth is there in the statement that·Biblical "tradition" is nothing more than an adapted fonn of specifically Babylonian folk-lore and tradition and in that other statement that God
in His marvelous grace so lifted up the best legendary literature of
the world, the story of the Creation, of the Fall, etc., as to make it
the vehicle of high and pure revelation? (See p. 251 f. above.)
The statement that the writer (or writers) of the Pentateuch borrowed from Babylonian sources is a misstatement of the rankest
kind. One who knows these Babylonian tales will never make
such an assertion. There is a faint resemblance, but too great a
difference in the essentials. The Babylonian account of "creation"
knows nothing of a c,-eatio ez nihilo. Further, "according to the
pagan story the gods were not existent from eternity but were
either created or begotten, the myth does not say by whom or in
what way" (L. S. Keyser, op. cit., p. 87 ff.). Another essential difference lies in the puerile and repulsive conceptions that charac2
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terlze the pagan myth& That Is the judgment of H. E. Fosdick.1114>
And it Is the judgment of the experts, the aasyriologists. When
Friedrich Delltzsch went before the public, in hla Bcibel uncl Bibel,
with the aaertlon that the Bible In many of its portions is simply

a reproduction of Babylonian myths and legends, they discredited
him. ''Elmtlmm1g ist &bel uncl Bibel von der fachmaennischen
Krltllc zuruec:kgewlesen worden," said the periodical DeT Alte
Glaube and named Cornlll, Koenig, Strack, Kittel, and many
others u repudiatlng him. (See LehT'e und WehT"e, 1903, p.16 ff.,
90 f.) But the myth (that the Biblical writers were borrowers)
penlsts. R. F. Malden, Dean of Wells, to mention just one instance,
still believes it and spreads it. "The Babylonian version of the
Flood Is much older than the version in Genesis, but the two
correspond so closely in many points of detail that there is no
room for doubt as to the source of the Biblical narrative. . . •
:Eden is fairy-land. A sacred tree appears frequently on Babylonian gems. .••" (The I,upiMtion of the Bible, pp. 54, 56.)
Moses did some more borrowing, said Delitzsch in Babel und
Bibel; he sot the Decalog and the rest of the Pentateuchal code
from Hammurabi. Wrons asain; just read the 282 regulations of
this Babylonian code and compare them with the Mosaic code.
Barton's An:heolo1111 cind the Bible lists them and comes to the
conclusion: "The Mosaic code was not borrowed from the Babylonian. A comparison of the code of Hammurabi ns a whole with
the Pentateuchal laws as a whole, while it reveals certain similarities, convinces the student that the laws of the Old Testament
are in no essential way dependent upon the Babylonian laws.
Such resemblances as there are arose, it seems clear, from a similarity of antecedents and of general intellectual outlook; the
striking differences show that there was no direct borrowing."
(P. 340.) Barton is liberal, as some of his phrases indicate, but
honesty compels him to denounce this charge of borrowing. The
liberal Independent does the same and points out that the Babylonian code contains no trace of the Decalos and no Sabbath
legialatlon. (See Lehn und Wehn, 1903, p. 60; 1913, p.172, in
the aeries of articles "Die Assyriologie und das Alte Testament.")
Above all, in the Babylonian code Hammurabi is speaking; in the
18') 'Tolk c:all them parallela [to the Bible account], but I do not
see bow they can do it if they have read them. They are full of the
quarrels of IOds, the fear of primeval dragons. the war of Tiumat and
the hosts of chaos against Marduk ancl the gods of llgbt. They do, indeed, give ua the ame cosmology, but Marduk builds it up by sllttinl
'l'lunat like a flat fiah and making the firmament of her upper half and
the earth of her lower. • . • Thia welter of mythology, . . • these
rni•Pnic 'DU'Rhes." (Op. c:U., p. 52.)
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Mosaic code God is the Lawgiver. No wonder that the assyriologlsts called Delitzsch out of order on this point, too.

The purpose of the charge that the sacred writers were borrowers is to show that the Bible is a purely human product, a
poor product at that. Delltzach: ''The thought that the Bible is
the personal revelation of God constitutes a mental aberration of
the gravest type." The Bible comes from Babel! - What Delitzsch
proved is that he knew very little of the Bible. The Babylonians
knew nothing of the essential teachings of the Bible - salvation
by grace, through the Messiah. And the Bible originated in Babel!
The other contention, that God made "the best legendary
literature of the world" the vehicle of pure revelation, operates
with the same untruth that the Bible account of creation, etc., is
of one piece with the Babylonian legends. Moreover, it gives
expression to the hideous untruth that God induced the prophets
to tell these myths as facts of history, and to the further hideous
untruth that Jesus and the apostles, who endorsed the history
related by the prophets, either were mistaken in accepting myths
as true stories or, knowing better, hoped that the Christians would
soon advance far enough to discover "the profound prophetic
prophecy" hidden in them.
A few samples of scientific blunders committed by those who
charge the Bible with scientific blunders. H. E. Fosdick cannot
believe in Verbal Inspiration because Gen.1 states that light existed before the sun existed, three days before. (Op. cit., p. 34.)
A New Commentary on Holv Scrip&uT'e, edited by Charles Gore
and others, states: ''There can be little doubt that the writer of
P based his account on cosmological ideas current in Babylon;
and in their close material resemblances both accounts are at
variance with the conclusions established by modern scientific
research. For example, we notice at once that light is created and
day divided from night before the creation of the luminaries; and,
moreover, plant-life appears before the sun, a manifest impossibility." These men do not seem to know that even today the
sun is not the only source of light.11111>
Those who deny the inspiration of Scripture because of their
firm belief in atheistic evolution should read the article ''The Great
165) See H. Rimmer (Modem. Science and the Record,
Genem
p. 43 ff.) on ''the contention of semiknowledge that there could be no
light before the creation of the sun. The criticism of Gen. l is not scientifically tenable. There are many sources of light apart from sunllght
itself. • • • The 11un>ni borec&lta. . . . The brilllimt gleaming lilzht that
at night transforms the dark depths of the sea into a luminous iilghway
. . . phosphorus. . . . Another source of light is the radioactive glow
that comes from those particles which Sir Oliver Lodge defines as

cosmic light."
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Deceptlon" In the JOll.nlC&l of Thcol of the A. L. Can.f., Aug., 1941,
with the addendum in the September luue, p. 796. That tells them
what arrant blunderers they are. "To aaume that beginninglelll
Inorganic matter, without intelligence of course, after countless
myriada of light-years should have chanced to be so influenced by
other lnorpnlc forces as to change Into orpnlc matter which aftei:
new myriada of light-years have produced Intelligence in man, is
so monstrous a thought that we prefer assuming a beginningless
transc:endental intelligence, which at least can account for the
phenomena." Again: ''The species are so persistent in preserving
themselves that they revert to type when man's efforts cease."
Conclusion: "To ascribe such powers to senseless matter is itself
utterly senseless. . . . Materialism finds itself in conflict not only
tofth the natunr of 1U1tuT11l phenomena and with human reason but
also taith. u. 010n poatulate•."
Here is a "scientific" blunder of a somewhat different kind.
Liberals believe that the hope of the moral and spiritual advance
of man rests not In the Bible and its teachings but in the new
science and the new philosophy based on the new scientific outlook.
They even go so far as to say with Prof. H. E. Barnes, at a regional
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, in December, 1928, that "this newer view of God must
be formulated In the light of contemporary astrophysics, which
completely repudiates the theological and cosmological outlook of
the Holy Scriptures." This has nothing to do with science; it is
the "higher science" discussed above. But since they call it
"science," we are going to list it among the "scientific" blunders.
It is a colossal blunder. This new science has utterly failed of its
purpose. President Robert M. Hutchins of the University of Chicago said in his address at the December, 1933, convocation of the
university: "We do not know where we are going, or why, and we
have almost given up the attempt to find out. We are in despair
because the keys which were to open the gates of heaven have
let us into a larger but more oppressive prison-house. We think
those keys were science and the free intelligence of man. They
have failed us. We have long since cast off God. To what can
we now appeal? The answer comes in the undiluted animalism of
the last works of D. H. I..wrence. . . ." President Mackay of
Princeton Seminary recorda the same experience: "The international public had believed in evolution, which was felt to guarantee a flowering, developing progress with much better days ahead,"
but this new philosophy has failed in lifting the poor depraved
human race to a higher level. (See footnote 114.) But when men
stick to a theory which has fallen down, they are committing a
scientific blunder. And they are sticking to this false theory. The
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Ch~n Cmtu'1/, for instance, discusses President Hutchlna's
statement In an artl.cle published Jan. 24, 1934, with the heading
''The Revolt against Science," chides President Hutchins for giving
aid and comfort to ''the dogmatists in religion," derides Verbal
Inspiration, and insists that science will save the race: "The revolt
is not in the Interest of reaction, but of liberty and progress. It is
not out to discredit sclence, but to save it, to expand it, to put
purpose in it, to build a sky over it, and to call its attention to
the stars. It has no wish to retum to a culture from which science
is banned, nor to a cultus that is too sacrosanct to submit to
criticism. It looks forward, not backward - toward the emergence
of a culture which will embody excellencies impossible in any
previous culture which lacked science." Is a scientist speaking
or a visionary?
We next submit a few samples of the great lot of misrepresentations. There is the claim "that all scholarship is arrayed against
the credibility of the Scriptures," or, toning it down a bit, "that
the leading scientists of recent times are all arrayed against the
Book." (See D. J. Burrell, Why l Believe the Bible, p.184.) That
misrepresents the situation. Some, indeed of the leading scientists,
yes, many of them, or perhaps most of them, deny the inspiration
and the infallibility of Scripture, but the statement that all the
leading scientists are arrayed against the Book is an untruth.
Many of the leaders in science believe the Bible.108 > The list of
166) In the Bodleian Library at Oxford you will find the original
of a manifesto signed by 617 leading scientists of the time (Balfour,
BenUy, Bosworth, Sir David Brewster, and 613 others), who deeply deplore that men pursue scientific studies for the purpose of raising doubts
concerning the truth and authority of Scripture and declare: What Goel
has revealed in nature cannot contradict God's revelation in Scripture.
(See Proc., lOtDa. Diat., 1892, p. 67.) Gladstone: ''The older I grow, the
more confirmed I am in my faith and religion. I have been in public
life 58 years, and 47 in the cabinet of the British government, and during
those 47 years I have been associated with 60 master minds of the
country, and all but five of the 60 were Christians." Gladstone did not
find that he had to "sacrifice his intelligence" (Baumpertel's phrase)
in accepting the teachings of Scripture. After llll11Ulll seven scientists,
among them Isaac Newton, whose intelligence did not compel them to
charge the Bible with mistakes, D. J. Burrell quotes the "last words of
Professor Dana to the members of my class at Kr&duation: 'Young men,
you are going out into a world, where you must meet an unceasing
assnult upon your faith. Let me ask you to remember, as my parting
counsel, that, whenever you are in doubt amid the confused voices ol
scientific controversy, you may always with ~rfect confidence affix your
faith to the statements of the Word of Goel.' (Loe:. cit.) The Luthe,-a,n
Wimea, 1931, p. 370: "For every scientist who denies the hereafter and
calls the religion of the Christian Church 'bunk' I will quote you a
scientist who declared himself a believer in the Bible. :Make the teat.
Against F.dison, for one, I quote Lord Kelvin, one of the giants of nineteenth-century physics, who, when asked what he considered hla peatest
discovery, said, 'When I discovered my Savior in Jesus ChrisL''
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those who accept the Bible u God'• Word is a long one. Read the
llat given in Coxe. TDoL. lll'l'BLY., X, p. 225, Sir William Dawson,
M. A., L. L. D., F. G. S., and othen, who refwse to fault the Bible
because of the teaching of evolution, ''which is a theory founded on
ignorance." Add the name of R. A. Millikan - and many others.
Why should we name them? Our modems know them as well
as we do. And mark well: ii r,oodlv numbrr of them atcind fo-r
Vrrbczl lnapinlticm. Let Dr. Howard A. Kelly, professor in the
Johna Hopkins University, holding academic degrees from the leading universities of America and Europe, speak in their nnme:
''I believe the Bible to be the inspired Word of God. . . . I can
trust God, though I ahall have to stand alone before the world in
declaring Him to be true.''117> Many of the leading scientists are
on our side. We are not citing this fact as a support of our faith.
Nor ahall we, on the other hand, permit the fact that many scientists
are against us to disturb our faith. Let the majority be against us.
Majorities do not decide questions of religion and faith. They do
not even decide questions in science. We are calling attention to
the fact that many scientists are believing Christians ond thot not
a few of them stand for the full inerrancy of Scripture simply in
order to ahow up the dishonesty of the polemics against Verbal
lnspiration.111>
167) "I was once profoundly disturbed in the traditional fnlth in
which I was brought. up, by inroads which were made upon the book
of Genesis by the higher critics. I could then not gainsay them, not
knowing Hebrew nor archeology well, and to me, ns to many, lo pull
out one great prop was to make the whole foundation uncertain. So
I floundered on for 1101De years. • • • One day It occurred to me to see
what the Book bad to say about itaeU. • • . I now believe the Bible to
be the inspired Word of God, inspired In a sense utterly di1Te1-enL Crom
that of any human book. I believe Jeaus Christ to be the Son of God ..• •
I can put God'■ assertions and commands above every seeming probabWb' in life, dlmnlalng cherished convlctlom and looking upon the wisdom and reasoning of men as folly opposed to Him..••" (See \Vatcl1111an.E%ami1U1r, Nov.10, 1932.)
168) A few side-light■ on tbi■ di■honeaty. Some scientists nre dishonest. Der Alte G'4ube ■aid: "Man ldagt ln unserer Zeit mil Recht
darueber, dau ln der Wlssenschaft so vlel Schwlndel, so viel Belrug, so
viel Fallchmuenzercl getrleben wird, ..• dau man den sonst verpoenten
'Probablllamus' often und unge■cheut als gangbare Muenze verwertet."
(See Leh.re uflC1 Wel1nr, 1913, p. 310.) When E. Haeckel was charged
with committing falslficatlom in the Interest of the doctrine of evolution
and was convicted or It, he ■aid: "I find some comfort In the fact that
hundred■ of accomplices are sitting with me in the dock; die groue
Mehrzahl naemllch von alien morpholoJdsc:hen, analomischen, bistologlachen und embryologischen Flguren, wefche in den besten Lebrbuechem
verbreitet ■Ind. ■Ind iille nlcht exakt, ■ondem mebr oder weniger zurecht-gestutzt oder kon■truiert'' (loe. cit.). That Is a matter which concerns
the IICientl■t■• But ■Ince these "fact■" are being adduced as proofs for
the errancy of
the matter comes within the scope of the
present dlscus■icm.
J.J.Reeve call■ attention to another dishonest
practice. Having stated: "I was much lmpreaed with their boast of
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Another misrepresentation: the men of Bible times had little
knowledge of science; the Biblical writers were not trained
thinkers; because of that they could harbor such superstitious
notions and pen such unscientific nonsense. Recall the statement
of Clarence Darrow that ''the human beings who wrote the Bible
had no knowledge of science," and that of H. E. Fosdick: The floating ax-head "presented no intellectual problem whatever. No
laws were broken because no laws were known. No Hebrew had
ever dreamed of such a thing as a mathematical formula of specific
gravity" (op. cit., p. 136). -The ancients were not so rude and
witless as all that. They did not know quite so many things as
we do, but they knew quite a lot, and their intellectual faculties
were quite well developed. "Do not forget that the gospel-facts
occurred in the age of Caesar, Augustus, Tacitus, Pliny, an age of
ripe scholarship and keen criticism. The gospel-facts do not belong
to a period in the hazy past wherein fact and fancy blend. They
transpired before a wide-awake, intelligent, cultured citizenship.
Nothing could convince them unless supported by the strongest
evidence." (F. S. Downs, The Hea.Tt of the C1Lriatian Faith, p.113.)
Going farther back, we find that Solomon was not a mean scientist.
He knew his botany. And "his copper-refineries at Ezion-geber
used methods rediscovered less than a hundred years ago in the
Bessemer process" (statement by Prof. Nelson Glueck; see Lutl&emn Witness, 1941, p.114). Jacob knew something about the
science of genetics and had observed the results of cross-breeding.
And "an ancient Babylonian frieze from the year 800 B. C. shows
a man putting pollen on a fig flower, plainly indicating an act of
artificial cross-pollination." The Luthenn. ChuTCh HeTa.ld quoted
this from the Journal of Henditv.100> Ask the schoolchildren
having all scholarship on their side. But some investigation and consideration led me to see that the boast of scholarship is tremendously
overdone," he adds: "A striking characteristic of these _people is a persistent ignoring of what is written on the other side. They think to kill
their opponents by either ignoring or despising them. They have made
no attempt to answer Robertson's The EaTlV Religion ol lffGel; Orr's
The Problem ol t1,e Old Teatament; Wiener's Studies in. Biblical La.10;
and Studies in. Pentateu.chical Criticilm, etc. They still treat these books
which undermined the very foundations of their theories with the same
magnificent scom." (The Fundamentcd,, m, p. 111 f.) Again, some act
on the assumption that only the higher critics count u autlioritles. Once
more, we hear them loudly proc:laiming that the advance of science has
discredited the Bible; but when the progress of scientific research corroborates the Bible, all is silent. The tactics employed by these men is
to make such a loud noise that the Innocent publlc gets the false impression that all the leading scientists and theologians are arrayed against
the Bible.
169) The HenzZd adds the remark: "The theory of evolution has so
blurred the thinking of many men tluat they cannot see how lt could be
otherwise than that the ancients were primitive, cMJdltke men In Point
of intelligence and were incapable of solving the problems of us mocfems.
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about the IClentl&c attalrnnen+. of the ancient F.gyptlans. More-,
over, the holy writers knew certain things · which the scientlats
could not tell them, knew them by Inspiration. "He hangeth the
earth upon nothing!" Job 28:'l. 'Ihe writer may not have known
that it is "gravity" which holda the earth in place (if our present
assumptions are correct; the thing is becoming doubtful). But
they did know-what their contemporaries did not know- that
the earth rested on nothing. Since Inspiration does not work
''mPCb■alcally'' and does not produce unconsciousness, the holy
writers knew what they had written and those that read these
statements were intelligent belnp.lTO>
Other misrepresentations: 'Ihe Bible theologians invented the
doctrine of the plenary Inspiration of Scripture.1Tll That is a
slanderous misstatemenL They got their doctrine of verbal inaplratlon in the same way as Dr. H. A. Kelly got it: they went to
the Bible to see what it had to say about itself, and they believed
what they heard the Bible say.-Cremer: "Diese Inspirationslehre
[der Dogmatiker] war ein schlechthinniges Novum." And a writer
in the Ccmgreg11tiOTU1liat: ''The Fundamentalist theory of a verbally
inspired Bible was unheard of in the Church until the postRefonnation period." That is a falsification of history. The ancien\
Church taught exactly what Luther and the later dogmaticians
taught.1T21 - "Others have affirmed that the seat of authority is
... There are numy evidences that In matters of utronomy, principJes
of building and architecture, artwork, literary expression, the nncienta
were the equals, if not the superiors, of men today, who have all the
advantage of building on what the pioneers before them have learned."
170) It bu been aid that the Biblical ac:eount "anticipates modem
ICie:atlflc discovery." That means: "The Bible bu been so written that
In the fierce llcht of the latest ac:ience lta truthfulness bu stood the test
of the most siearc:hing investiotion by the keenest antagonists- the
hlshest ac:ientlflc authorities tliemaelves being witness." (H. M'Intosh,
op. cit., p. 628..)

171) R.F.Horton: "At last the poor and Insufficient answer is forced
to come out: We have no reuon to give except the arbitrary dogma of

the Church, and we suppose the dogma wu invented as n security for
the truth of Jeaua. • • • 'l'be belief In lta insplraUon rests only on an un111pported dogma." (Op. eit,, pp. 235, 240.)
172) H. C. Vedder, who does not believe In Verbal InspiraUon, quotes
atatementa of the earliest writers (Juatln, Irenaeus, and others) to that
effect and then adds: "It would 11eem also that there·was early developed
u 'high' a doetrine of inspiration as that held by modem theologians.
Galus, rather earlier than later, had uld: 'For either they do not believe that the divine Scriptures were dictated by the Holy Spirit, and
thus are bdldeJs; or they think themselves wiser than the Holy Spirit,
and what are they then but demoniacs?'" (Ow- Nev, TatAment. ffov,
cUcl We Ga m pp. 4S-50.)-Tbe term "dictated" will be examined
later on. - Cbarlei Gore: "It ouabt to be aid frankly that Luther often
to the OUIIII notion of a verbally lmpirecl Bible. He actually
of the Holy
t as the Author of the boob of Moses." (The
u of tl&e I~~ Book, p. 58.) -Tbe Proc:ffdings of the Iowa
District, 1182, p. 19 &.. aubmlta voluminous quotations from the Church
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This was particularly the
contention of the later reformers, who felt the need of some authority to oppose to the Roman Catholic doctrine of the infallible
Church...
(The Bible Th:rough. the Centuriea, p. 290.) Dr. J.
Stump seconds Willett: ''The dogmaticians were led to maintain it
(the Verbal Inspiration) by the exigencies of the times and the
stress of their severe dialectics... One cannot fault Dr. F. Bente
for B&ying: "Stump ftunkert hler; die Dogmatiker batten das
Interesse, die JclaTe Leh.n deT Sch.rift ueber die Inspiration vorzulegen... ' (Leh.Te und Wehn, 1904, p.86.)-H.C. Vedder: "The
followers of Luther developed an extreme theory of the verbal inspiration and absolute authority of the whole canon... (Op. cit.,
p. 326.) Not true! Luther had the same "extreme" doctrine as
the dogmaticians. Charles Gore knows his Luther and says: "Luther actually speaks of the Holy Spirit as the authoT of the books
of Moses; he submitted his judgment undoubtingly to Scriptural
statements on points of natural science; and in a famous controversy he appealed to a New Testament verse as an infallible oracle,
to be accepted with the purest literalism... (Loe. cit.) Any "extreme.. statement adduced from the dogmaticians can be matched
by one from Luther just as "extreme." - "How sternly would
Luther have rebuked the rash and baseless dogmatism which says
that to question a part of the Scriptures is to shake the authority
of the whole." (R. F. Horton, op. cit., p. 342.) Do not try to make
people believe that! Luther had no occasion to say anything like
that. One who declares "The Scriptures have never erred"; "Scripture cannot err'' (XV:1481; XIX:1073), is not going to extenuate
the occurrence of mistakes in the Bible. Horton's interest in this
is to find support for his contention that the occurrence of errors
in the Bible need not create doubt as to the trustworthiness of the
divine parts of the Bible (op. cit., p. 289). Do not ask Luther to
back up this idea! Luther would say: "No man will take stock in
a book or writing parts of which are untrue, particularly if he
cannot tell which parts are true and which are untrue... (XX:2275.)
When Professor Frank (Erlangen) applied the same tactics, claiming that Luther found the Bible to be a mixture of divine and
human elements, of truth and error, and was not much disturbed
thereat, Professor Stoeckhardt commented: "Das kann Frank nur
einem lgnoranten, der Luther nicht kennt, einreden... (Leh.Te und
1890, p.145.) -Anything to discredit Verbal Inspiration!
No. 21. A large part of the misstatements with which the
to be found in the [Infallible] Bible.

Fathers which prove that they taught Verbal Inspiration. See alao
P. Kzetzmann, The F o u ~ Mun Staftd, p. 89 ff.-Dr. Pieper fa
right in saying: "It Is evident that Cremer had entirely lost control not
orily of the historical facts but also of himself when he wrote the above.n
(Op. cit., p. 280.)
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moderns operate conslats of mlslnterpretationa of Scripture. Of the
texta which suffer much at their bands 2 Tim. 3: 16 is the chief sufferer. They use it to support their favorite thesis that only the
Gospel-messqe or only the rellgious teachings are inspired, true
and trustworth,y. As a rule, they offer no proof for this thesis. We
have noted this under No. 13 (2): ''The modems deal largely in bare
assertions." But the bare assertion becomes a false assertion, a misstatement, when they uae 2 Tim. 3: 16 or any other text to support it.
We have come across this misinterpretation several times already;
but since it is such a glaring maltreatment of Scripture, it ought
to receive one more treatment.
It seems incredible that a theologian would attempt to prove the
thesis that not all of Scripture ia inspired by quoting the text that
"all Scripture is given by inspiration." But here is, for instance,
James Orr (conservative), who writes in the International Stand.a.nJ.
Bible E11CJ1clopedi4 (s: 11. Bible): "Marks of Inspiration. -This is
the ultimate test of 'inspiration' - that to which Paul likewise appeals- ita power to 'make wise unto salvation through faith which
is in Christ Jesus' (2 Tim. 3: 15)-ita profitableness for 'teaching, for
reproof, for correction, for instruction which is in righteousness'
(v.16) -all to the end 'that the man of God may be complete, furnished completely unto every good work' (v.17). Nothing is here
determined aa to 'inerrancy' in minor historical, geographical,
chronological details, in which some would wrongly put the essence
of inspiration; but it seems implied that at least there is no error
which can interfere with, or nullify, the utility of Scripture for the
ends apecified. Who that brings Scripture to ita own tests of inspiration will deny that, judged aa a whole, it fulfils them?" n:s>
We shall restrict ourselves to three remarks. (1) In no known language can the statement that all Scripture is profitable for doctrine,
etc., be made to mean that some parts of Scripture are not profitable.
173) Similarly J. M. Gibson: "~ery Scripture inspired of God ia
pro&table for teaching. • . .' That la perhaps the 1oc:u, claaicus on
the 1111,ject of inspiration. • • • Almost every one in our day ia willing
to have the scope of Scripture teachmg Hmttecl to the spiritual cind the
prcu:ticaL" (Op. cu., p. 90.) Dr. N. R. Melhorn in the Lutheran of July 16,
19'1: "The testimony of three opoatlea (Poul, Peter, Jude) Dffirma the
Bible'• reliable authority. 2 'l'lm. 3: 18. • • . The process of delivery of
truths to prophets and apostles la termed inspiration. Inspiration, while
beyond human understanding of its nature, can be de&necf as that action
of God whereby c:ertain chmen servants of Him were protected from
error in recording revelciticm.• (Italics in original. Inspiration, accordingly, coven only 10 much of Scripture u deals with the truths of revelation.) - In thla art1cle Dr. Melhorn remarks: "It la not surprising that
at least once in every 1eneratlon of the Cbriatian Church the question
of the Bible'• authorlt,y bu been raised.'' Very true! It bu been raised
ln the present pneratlon. That la why we are cliacuuing it just now.
And u Ion, u men peniat ln curtailing the authorlt,y of Scripture, the
dlac:ualon will have to IO on.

a1ac,
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(2) The text does not propose to give the ''marks of inspiration."
What the text does is to name the purpose and benefit of inspiration.
(3) If this toeT'e the mark of inspiration, that "It Is profitable for
doctrine," etc., St. Paul should have given us the mark by which we
can tell what is profitable for doctrine. Since he did not give such
a mark, men will have to depend on either your or my or their
own judgment of what it profitable. But a mark which has no
objective certainty is useless as a mark. -The modems are setting
2Tim.3:16 topsy-turvy.
They do the same with many other passages. Numerous instances have been given above, such as the maltreatment of: "Let
us reason together," "reasonable service," "treasure in earthen
vessels," "Rahab and the dragon" (Is. 51: 9), etc. Add, as samples,
the following monstrosities, taken from Revelation and the Bible, by
R. F . Horton: "We certainly misunderstand the apostle when we
give to the moral teaching with which his writings abound that note
of finality and that suggestion of infallibility which would preclude
the free operation of the Spirit in revealing other things to us as the
ages roll by." (P. 302.) And the proof-text offered for this statement is - Phil. 3: 13-16! Look it up. - "The epistle of James distinctly disclaims the infallibility which a foolish dogmatism has
attached to it. See chap. 3: 2: Ilo1J.u yrlo :na.ioµsv ll.-ravuc;;." (P. 349.)
- "Whoever wrote 2 Pet. 3: 1-7 was under the unscientific impression that the heavens were a. solid substance capable of being
destroyed by fU"e." (P. 362.) - "It was the complaint of our Lord
against the men of His own day that they searched the Scriptures
because they thought. that in tliem" (italics in the original) "they
had eternal life, but would not come to Him that they might have
life, Jolu15:39; the R. V. gives the obvious sense of the original.
It is not o little significant that the passage most frequently quoted
as an authority for Bible-study is indeed a warning against the
substitution of Scripture, which is a mere witness, for the Savior
to whom it is meant to bear witness." (P. 406.) Anything to get rid
of Verbal Inspiration! 174>
Why, they even resort to mistranslations. Horton writes:
"Because this is the Book of God, we have no reason to say that
everything said about God in the Book is true. The historical and
174) That is the purpc,1!8 of Horton's book. It ends with these statements: "We have exalted the Scriptures above our Lord so as to make
Him Himself seem to be dependent upon them: with a mistaken zeal
we have given them the very title, vfz., the Word of God, which is His
own ineffable name. In our blindness we have attached such sacred
significance to everything which is contained in the Biblical literature
thaL . . . This dangerous and; In the last resort, Idolatrous perversion
of Christianity. • • • And if even one soul is led out of the comfortable
but suffocating prison-house of the received dogma into the open air of
the true revelation, the author will not have tolled in vain." (Pp. 406, 407.)
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progruaive character of the Book gives no foothold for such unintelligent and slumberous dogmatism. Cf. Deut. 4: 19, where
Jahveh ia apoken of as allotting the various objects of false worship
unto all nations under the whole heaven, but retaining Israel for
Hlmaelf." (P.10.) That ia a mlslnterpretatlon of Deut. 4: 19. And
to 1111pport this mlslnterpretatlon, Moffatt perpetrates this bald
m1stramlation: ''The Etemal, your God, has allotted them for
ioonhip to all nations under the broad sky." "For worship" is not
found in the Hebrew text. Putting it in the translation is falsifying
the text. It amounts to the same when Gore's A Nev, Commcmtci1'1/
says: " 'divided,' i. e., allotted to be worshiped by them."171i> Another sample. Moffatt translates the b'I:>~ and ll1l'I:>~ of Gen.
1: 11 and 24 with: "of every kind" "every -~d of." T That is an
im.poaible translation. The only possible translation is "after his
kind." What is the purpose of this falsification? Is it to ward off
the smash!ng blow which the phrase "alter his kind" gives to
evolution? 118> Better stick to the old tactics and say: Because
evolution is true, Moses made a mistake by teaching the contrary
and using the phrase "after his kind."
No. 22. The following assertions and arguments might have
been discussed under the head of "bare assertions" or "misstatements," but the reader will see at once why we put them in a
lower bracket and label them as ludiC1"0US. Herc are nine samples,
all taken from writings which ridicule Verbal Inspiration. Others
have been noted above.
There is (1) the allegorizing nonsense. H. E. Fosdick and the
others condemn the allegorizing interpretation employed by Church
Fathers in the strongest tenns and thank God that this arbitrary
and fanclful method is no longer in vogue.in> They are right in
175) See Koenig, Theolor,ie de• Alten TeatAmenu, p. 249: "Erst in

der neuesten Zeit bat man ja &UIZUIPrechen gewagt, daa

die Voelker

auaar lllrael 'von Jahve selbst der Gottloslizkeit und dem Goctzcndienst
prelaalerleben' worden seien. (Delltzsch, Bcd,el ufld Bibel, U, p. 36.) Und
wle bmmt er zu dieser furchtbaren Anldage? Nun, wie soeben aus
ulnem Buch angefuehrt worden lat, 1011 es 'mit nackten Worten' In
Deut. 4: 19 ausgesprochen sein. . . . Deut. 4: 19 ugt ollo nur dasselbe aus
wle vlele andere Stellen (Ps.19: 2; Jes. 40: 28 usw.), dau Gott den Nichtlsraellten bloa, aber auch wirkllcn die allgemelne Offenbarung geschenkt
bat, die aus Natur und Weltgeschlchte herausleucbtet."
178) L. S. Keyser: "The so-called translation of Dr. James Moffatt
cannot be trustecl, because he so frequently mlaconltrues the Hebrew
text in the interest of his higher crltlcl.sm and evolutionary conceptioDL
• • • Koffatt has 'doctored up' the Hebrew text of Gen.1: 12. 'Every' ii
not In the text. And the pronom1nal form for 'his' Is ignored." (Op. cit._.
p.113.)
177) H. E. Fmdlc:k: ..Allegorizlng appeared everywhere. . . . By
an.on 0ripn IUJIPOrted allegory. . . . 'We have outgrown allegory..•.
In the -modem Church this old method of lnterpretatlon Is largely dlscreclltecl." (Op. de., pp. 85-88.) Charles Gore: "In the great Alex-
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condemning the allegorlzing of the Fathers, but the queer thing is
that they are doing the very same thing; only they call it by a
different name. Fosdick calls it "change in mental categories."
The Bible speaks of miracles, of the floating nx-head and the dead
rising, of angels and devils, etc., but these ''forms of thought and
speech must be translated into modem categories." (P.129.) The
others speak of "didactic poems" and "apocalyptic symbolism,"
call the "legends of the Garden of F.den and of the Fall the vehicle
of high and pure revelation," and try to find "the profound prophetic
philosophy of history" hidden in these stories. Another queer thing
is that these moderns believe, and would have us believe, that it
requires great acumen and deep spiritual insight to establish which
stories of the Bible are history and which are myths and fables.
The truth of the matter is that they apply a very simple canon:
any story which contains miraculous or unheard-of elements must
be treated as a fable. The story of the Fall, for instance, is, on the
face of it, a fable. R. F. Horton: "A serpent that speaks proclaims
itself to be in the region of fable." (Op. cit,, p. 38.) R.H. Malden
puts it this way: "Nor do I think that God ever created a serpent
which spoke with a human voice." (Op. cit., p. 54.) Franz Delitzsch, prominent Lutheran exegete, came to the same conclusion:
"Das Reden der Schlange steht auf gleicher Linie mit dem Reden
der Tiere in der Fabel," and you have the choice, he says, of dismissing it as a pure myth or trying to find some deep• symbolic
import in it. And the sun, of course, could not literally do what the
Book of Joshua says it did. Nor could a real fish have swallowed
and disgorged a real man. It is the old canon of the allegorist
Origen: when we cannot believe the literal meaning to be true,
we must resort to allegorizing. The only difference is that these
modems apply the canon in the spirit of "vulgar'' rationalism.
Discussing the statement of Delitzsch, Dr. Stoeckhardt says: "Von
solchen Saetzen zum T'tltionalismus 1'Ulgt.&ris ist nur ein kleiner
Schritt." (LehT"e und WehTe, 1890, p. 204.) It really harks back to
the old vulgar rationalist Celsus, the pagan. "Celsus makes jest
also of the serpent, taking the narrative to be an old wife's fable."
(See footnote 40.) Were the "vulgar'' rationalists possessed of
deep spiritual insight?
Furthermore, it strains our powers of belief too much when the
moderns ask us to believe that the writers of these Biblical poems
and fables believed that their readers would possess such a high
andrian teachers, Clement and Orlgen, this allegorical method runs
riot again. Origen held that the literal meaning of the text is constantly
allowed to be such as we cannot believe to be true, just in order to
force us to consider the spiritual, or hidden, meaning. Most of the
Fathers held fast to both the literal and the hidden meaning. To us
their allegorical interpretations appear utterly arbitrary." (Op. cU., p. 51.)
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degree of intelligence that they would not mistake these poems and
fables for actual history though they are presented as actual history
and would find the intended meaning thoush not a hint of the intended meaning Is given by the story-teller. The story of Jonah
does not hint at any hidden meaning, but the readers of the story,
at least the readers In the centuries of Enlightenment, would find
that here the story of Israel's captivity and deliverance was being
told. Aa we aald above, ''Fosdick la able to believe that when the
writer of Joah.10:12 wrote: 'Then spake Joshua,' etc., he did not
mean to aay that Joshua actually spoke or that the sun actually
stood atlll, but that he waa writing a poem and hoping that in the
last days a man would arise who would be able to interpret the
mysterious words 'And the aun stood atlll.'"
And finally, when you hear how the modems interpret these
poems, myths and fables, you will understand why we had to hove
a ludicrous section in our black-liat. For instance, what was the
real story clotheci in the poetic language of Josh.10:12f.? Why,
simply this, aay some of the interpreters, that Joshua asked for, and
received, the strength and ability to do two days' work in one
day.na, Or, what Is back of the legend of Abraham? Why, says the
Dean of Wells, "Abraham should perhaps be regarded as representing a tribe or clan rather than as a single historic figure" (op.
cit.• p.11). Please give us the meaning of particular incidents in the
legend; for instance, what does the laughing of Sarah mean? We
cannot tell you that, say the interpreters of the Biblical story-tellers,
that is an immaterial embellishment; but we can tell you what the
marriage of Abraham and Sarah means.-Tell us!-Why, it was
''the symbol of the political union of a southern lsraeliUc clan with
a non-Iaraelitic tribe south of Hebron. And Abmham's relations
with Hagar represent the Intimate intercourse between Egypt,
Palestine, and Arabia." Etc. Thus the Encvc:lopCledia. Biblica. (See
178) Ernst Muehe: "Theologen cler Neuzelt meinen, die Stelle
mueate Ills elne blou dichtffilche Dantellung des Ercignisses nufgef1111t
werden: Josun babe erkannt, du Werk dieacs Tages sei so gross, d11111
fuer die blou menschllche Kraft der Tag noch einmnl so Jang seln
mueate ala eln gewoehnllcher, IOnat koenne er es nicht zu Ende bringen.
In helllgem Eller betend, baette er diese Ueberzeugung in die dichlerlachen Worte gekleidet: Sonne, ltehe atill usw. Demit hnette er abcr
~ur gemelnt: HErr Gott, verlelhe um auf auaerordcnWche Weise
doppelte Kraft, dus wir in einem Tage vollbrlngen, wozu sonst die Anatrengung nreler Tage noetig lit. Dies Gebet haette der liebe Gott nuch
erboert und Ihnen dpppe]te Kraft 1egeben. • • • Eln wirkllcher Stillstand
der Sonne und des Mandes ael dabel gar nicht behauptet, sondem du
waere nur blldllche Redewelse. Seltdem aelbat der grosse Gottesgelehrte Benptenberg leider dieae wDlkuerllche Meinung bchnuptet bat,
alnd lhm darin vlele gefolgt." (Blblt.c:he lfeTJcwumligkeiten, p. 93.)
'Muehe then 1oes on to point out that the poem is somewhat askew,
since lt tells the story in such a way that not only additional atrcngth
but also additional time wu needed.
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Lehn ufld Wehnr, 1902, p. 25.) Then there Is Fosdlck's allegorizlng
which translates the Bibllcal forms of thought and speech into
modem categories. The women at the tomb never really saw angels.
Then what did they mean when they told the dlsclples that they
really did see some? In his Pxamlnatton of the Modem Uae of the
Bible John Bloore deals with this puzzle: "How, then, shall we explain what these categories, which the rnodem man discards because
of his superior intelligence, meant to those who could and did use
them? . . . The category of demonology and angelology is nothing
more or less than 'a transient phrasing of abiding experiences' (Fosdick) •... The modem man is virtually denying that the Biblical
writers meant what they BRid when they described angelic visitation,
ministry, and communication as being· commerce with actual spiritual beings." And now: "Did the Lord mean that the Father would
send Him twelve legions of 'spiritual experiences'? And what can
He mean when He speaks of joy in the presence of the angels [of
spiritual experiences] over a repentant sinner?" (Altematiue Views
of t1,e Bible, p. 94 f.) -These are some of the "facts" which keep
the moderns from accepting Verbal Inspiration! - Indeed, if the
Bible-stories were of such a nature that we had to go to these
interpreters to find out their meaning, we, too, would tum our backs
on Verbal Inspiration.1101
2) Speaking of myths, we want to say that we are unable to
accept and believe the myths which the moderns present to us.
We cannot believe in the existence of the Redactor. He is nothing
but a mythical character. We are loathe to believe that a man
worked on the Bible in such a clumsy fashion that it takes the
higher critics years and decades and centuries to unravel his work.
And that is another myth which we cannot accept- that the
higher critics possess the uncanny ability to take up a book written
centuries ago and tell us with unfailing accuracy which sections
were written by P and which by J, and even to split up a single
verse, assigning each half to a different source. You are asking
too much of us if you want us to invest the higher critics with
these supernatural powers.160> You cannot expect us to keep a
179) By the way, Gore makes a most illogical deduction from the
fact that he and we condemn Origen'a allegorical interpretation. In the
passage quoted above he continues: ''Hardly any one now can be
found re:illy to rely upon it. I mention this only because those who
would force us to retain the ancient literalism without the ancient
allegorlsm seem to be behaving unreasonably." That ii certainlY a queer
canon: if a man ii wrong in one thing, it must be presumed that he
ii wrong In everything.-Anythlng to bring Verbal Inspiration into
disrepute!
180) J. Bloore: "Its acceptance requires us to believe that the crit.ica
possess unparalleled literary keenness and an acumen which indeed
must be accounted stupencfous. In fact, could anything short of the
supernatural account for their mysterious, uncanny aklll In dismantling
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sober face when we hear the modern redactors telling us the true
story of the Cursing of the Fig-tree (see No.13, 8) and pretendb:11
that they can tell the story of Christ's life and death better than the
eye-witneaaea. It is too ludicrous; says H. M'Intosh: "He [Pro-:
feaor Scbmiedel in EflcvcL BibliccL] fitly crowns these feats, on
this auumptlon, by what is perhaps the moat ludicrous of allthat these critics are able two millenniums away to know and
tell what Jesus was, said, and did, better than the men who lived
with Him, and died for Him, and were especially chosen and inspired of God for the express purpose of giving to the world for
its salvation God's record of His Son and revelation of Himself."
The crowning absurdity appears from the next sentence: "And
that, too, from these assumed to be 'utterly untrustworthy' writings." (Op. cit., p. 711.)
On a par with this conceit of the higher critics is the claim of
the evolutionists that they can give us the authentic account of the
origin of this world. Far removed from the scene of activities, they
act and speak as though they had been present, and, ignorant
though they are of the inner working of the forces of nature today,
they claim to know all about their operation "millions of years
ago." When a Christian hears these claims, he says: "Das glaube
ich noch lange nicht."181> And the scientist declares: "If we are
not able to see far into the causes and origin of life in our day,
it is not probable that we shall deal more successfully with the
problem as to how it arose many million years ago." (Marquis of
Salisbury. See footnote 118.) -Anything to discredit Verbal Inspiration - even if they have to credit the higher critics with
supernatural faculties.
3) The higher critics take great credit for having discovered
a simple way of disposing of the Biblical difficulties. H. L. Willett:
docwnenta? . . . The critics of Scri_pture go at their task with neither
doubts nor qualms. They even split up the text of a document into
such minute fractions that a single word ls sometimes assigned to
another source than that of the rest of the vene. Resort must be had
to that which their highly developed hlatoric:al sense requires them
to discard- the supernatural and mirllculous - u well-nigh the only
adequate explanation of this extraordinary ability to analyze, dissect,
sift, and piece together the different documents in so complete a mass
of literature as the Old Testament must be, according to their views.
It la really too much to ask of any one not already committed to it
as a corollary of their peculiar view of the Bible." (Op. cit., p. 64.)
181) Dr. E. A. W. Krauss: "Wie, fragt eln Christ, die Hellige Schrift
11011 den Naturwiaensc:baft wldenprechen? der .Astronomie? Und
wenn lie es tut, wer hat dann recht? Gott, der Sonne, Mood und alle
Sterne Rlbst enchaften hat, . . . der soil in Rinem Wort nicht beaer
und zuverlaealpr reden koennen vom Lauf und Gang dleser HimmelJikoerper ala dlese Memcben, deren nie einer auch nur einem dleser
Koerper nah~_gekommen 1st? Du glaube lch noch lange nicht." (Pn>c.
Si,n. Conj., 1902, p. 7 .)
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"Higher criticism bas destroyed the doctrine of verbal inspiration.
. . . It bas made faith easier and more confident. • • • Most of all,
it bas explained the seeming contradictions and conflicts of Biblical
statements which were in former periods the target of captious and
often successful attack." (Op. cit., p. 264.) Yes, Paine attacks, for
instance, the accounts that Saul knew David and that Saul did not
recognize David, and declares: "These two accounts belie each
other." How do the higher critics relieve the situation and explain
the conflict of these two statements? N. R. Best has told us that,
while "the conservative puckers his brows for hours attempting to
range all the data of the story in one consistent chain and weaves
a great net of cross references by which he drags the questioned
paragraph or chapter into a decidedly different orientation," the
liberal scholar has found an easy way out of the difficulty: "The
higher critic says: 'Two traditions' - and lets it go at that." ( Op. cit.,
p.120 f.)18:!> Very simple; but Paine would say that that does away
with Verbal Inspiration. Surely, say the higher critics, Verbal
Inspiration must go; we are one with you there. And so Paine is
satisfied. And the higher critics actually believe that they have ·
accomplished great things for the cause of the Bible and Christendom. H. L . Willett can solve many other difficulties. Ingersoll finds
the story of Jonah difficult to believe. Willett tells him: ''The
miraculous features of the narrative present no difficulties to one
who approaches it in the spirit of a student of history and tradition."
The thing did not happen in real life! (Op. cit., p.110 f.) And so
Ingersoll is satisfied. But he is not going to give the higher critics
credit for having discovered a new and ingenious way of solving the
difficulty. He will insist that he knew that right along. Professor
Kantonen tells us that "the application of scientific and historical
methods to the study of the Bible" will relieve us of the "handicaps"
which "the mechanical theories of inspiration" place upon exegesis.
(See CoNc. TmoL. MTHLY., VII, p. 223.) All very simple, but what
we are objecting to at present is that the higher critics want us to
look upon their proposed solution as indicative of great acumen.
4) We can credit the higher critics with great resourcefulness.
182) R. F. Horton: "How is it that in the story of Saul and David
we find David, in 1 Sam.16: 18, introduced to Saul as 'a mighty man of
valor and a man of war,' and yet, at the end of ¢uapter 17, Saul inquires
of Abner whose son David was, as if he had never seen him before,
and can get no information from Abner about him?" Answer: "Criticism
has solved the difficulties and given us a genuine explanation of the
apparent Oaws and imperfectioDL . • • Criticism has, in one word, revealed
the nature of these historical compositions, ahowlng approximately the
materials which go to their making and the period of their compilation."
(Op. dt., pp. 91--94.) Higher critielsm says: "Two traditions" and leta
it go at that.
3
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First they laid that Kmes could not have composed the Pentateuchal code; such an elaborate code could have been produced
only in the ninth century. 'l'ben lt was found that the code of
Hammurabi wu written about 850 years before Moses. What now?
Wby1 Moses copied from Hammurabi. (See Lehre und WehT"fl,
1903, p. 80; 19131 p. 306.) - "A few years ago it was customary
for c:rlticlsm to deny that these plagues ever happened. Classifying them among the reputed folk-lore of the Hebrews and relegating them to the realm of the purely mythological, the critic
calmly and boldly denied that they ever occurred at all. But these
past years of research and study have 80 established the historicity
of the record that this procedure ls no longer possible; so the new
attack baa been made on the basis of naturalism. It is plainly
stated that MoaH himself brought about these plagues upon the
Egyptians, and that he did so by the use of his own superior
knowledge. In a word, he was a bacteriologist, three and a half
thousand years before Pasteur! That in itself is a greater miracle
than the plagues could ever have been! No microscope, no instruments of research. yet he not only anticipated the discoveries of
Lister and Pasteur, but he also applied gnm ,aarfaTC to the redemption of Israel and 'bent the Egyptians to his will.'. . . The present
writer of this refutation is not utterly ignorant of the science of
bacteriology, but he humbly confesses that he does not know of
any pathogenic micro-organism that would bite everybody except
a Hebrew. . . ." (H. Rimmer, in CILriaticm Faith and Life, April,
1937, pp. 91, 98.)
5) The critics display great ingenuity in extenuating the pious
frauds practiced upon God's people. How did the Book of Jonah,
a romance, a fable, get among the sacred books of Israel? Thnt
was due to "the inveterate love of romance common to the ancient
Jews." (See No.13, 4.) Or, lt is due to the queer working of the
Oriental mind. Dealing with the question whether "the story of
Eden is to be called hlstory or allegory," N. R. Best says: "The
dUliculty felt by 80 many modem Christians in accepting allegory
as an inspired vehicle of God's truth is strictly an occidental difficulty. No Oriental would feel it. It is a hindrance imposed on
faith by the- ualrnagin.ative matter-of-factness that is more or less
characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon mind everywhere, and especially
of that strain In Anglo-Saxondom which draws inspiration from the
rigid and literal Puritans. To them the exercise of mental invention to create a tale of what never happened on sea or land was
a wilful excunlon into the realm of that Evil One who was a liar
from the beginning Of course, they could not dream of such a
piece of wicked lrnpertlnence existing within the covers of the
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Bible." (Op. cit., p. 88.)181> We have strong doubts whether the
Oriental mind is so constituted that it condones the telling of
myths u &Tue hiat0711. Furthermore, the Bible is meant for the
Occidentals as much as for the Orientals. On Best's and Maiden's
theory God would have had to give the world two Bibles, an
Oriental and an Occidental Bible. Above all, the normal (the
Christian) Oriental mind feels on this point the same as the
normal (the Christian) Occidental, Anglo-Saxon, Puritan mind:
it feels and knows that God could not have blBpired the prophets
to present myths and romances as history.
6) Some more "pious fraud." By what right did the anonymous
writer of the Pastoral Epistles sign Paul's name to them? "It seemed
legitimate in that age to put words on the lips of a man whose mind
was being interpreted." (Prof. W. C. Berkemeyer in Neta Testament
Commenta7'J/, p. 582.) This flimsy apology is elaborated by R. F.
Horton thus: "Supposing this conjecture of the origin of these letters
be accepted - that they are not a composition of St. Paul in the
literal sense of the word- what difference does it make to our idea
of the revelation contained in them? It must be owned, very little.
The truths are not less true because they are incorporated in a composition which had the origin we have supposed.... We have here
an example of religious writing common in antiquity but unknown
among us." (The Oriental mind works differently from the Occidental mind, and the mind of the ancients differently from that of
the modems!) And "the author of tl1e Second Epistle of Peter"
(which purports to be a writing of St. Peter) "had no intention to
deceive when he wrote in the name of his august master. To call
him a falsarius is a very gratuitous condemnation. . . . This humble
disciple had no intention whatever of imposing on his readers, who
knew as well as he did that Peter was dead years ago." (Op. cit.,
p. 310 f., 360 f.) Was the Chronicler a falaariua? ''In 1 Kings 5:
13-15 Solomon sends a levy of 30,000 men out of Israel to do the
work, while the Chronicler (2 Chron. 2: 17 f.) insists on it that these
hewers of wood, etc., were strangers, and he gives their number
183) The Dean of Wells on the Oriental mind: "We always think
first of truth of fact; Orientals arc said always to think first of truth
of value. . . . We must remember that the Old Testament was written
by Orientals, who did not contemplate any but Oriental readers. We are
likely to miss a great deal of its meaning unless we can leam to read
it with Oriental eyes." On the legends 1n Numbers, Exodus, and the
latter part of Genesis: ''The Oriental attitude towards fact ls not the
same u our own, and in the Old Testament the center of interest ls
not in the facts narrated but 1n the construction put upon them." '"The
stories of Abraham passing off Sarah u his sister and Jacob's deception
of Isaac are legends or pieces of folk-lore. Orientals have never regarded
duplicity u we do, but have always admired it (when suc:cessful) as
a mark of superior intelllgenee. They do not appear to feel strongly
against treachery." (Op. cit., pp. 8, 31, 81.)
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exactly u the same u the passage In Kings, which suggests that he
purposely corrects the impreulon that native-born Israelites would
be employed on such con,ie-work." (P.131.) He was not a
fcdaariv.a but a COTTectar! But some of his statements must be
taken cum IJ1'CIRO acdia. "A comparison between 2 Sam. 24: 9 and
1 Chron. 21: 5 illustrates afresh the Chronicler's habit of ndainr, the,
fir,v:rw•." (P.129.) The Chronicler committed a falsification, and
he did it from chauvinistic motives. What nbout the pious fraud
committed by the writer of Heb. XI? "We are not at liberty to
accept the statements there made about Abrahnm and the other
worthies aa additional historical facts." But the writer of Hebrews presents them as historical facts - is that not a falsification?
No, indeed, "our author is simply treating the subject J,01nileticall11;
he ls reading Into those early records a rich spiritunl or theological
sipi&cance." (P.130.) - We thought that the era of Bruno Bauer,
who made Luke invent historical figures (Lysanias) to suit his
purpose, was past. We were mistaken.
7) Occasionally the Biblical writers make false statements in
good faith. They are not falscirii; their fault is incompetence. We
must remember that the authors of the books of Judges, Kings,
Chronicles, wrote in the days when "the habits of exact chronology
and accurate chronicling had not been cultivated." (R. F. Horton,
op. cit., p.104.) "The Chronicler-in perfect good faith, but without any historic justification - reads into the story of the ancient
monarchy the ideas and practices of his own time. It is idle and
foolish to bring the charges of dishonesty against a writer because,
in the manner of all authors in antiquity, he felt at liberty to
dress the story of by-gone and ancient days in the garb and coloring of his own surroundings and his own preconceptions." "For
example, when the older historian says that Solomon gave to Hiram
twenty cities in the land of Galilee (1 Kings 9: 11) and the
Chronicler speaks of the cities which Hiram had given to Solomon
(2 Chron. 8:2), we are to conclude that the later author, dazzled
with the glory of the great king, could not credit the story that
Solomon had handed over cities in his own land to a stranger and
uaumed that the transaction had been precisely the other way."
(P.134 f., 124.)lM> Wu Luke one of these authors of antiquity
who had not cultivated the habits of exact chronology? Yes, indeed, IIByS Gore's A Nno CommlffltaT'JI, on Acts 7:6-11: ''Luke's
defective sense of time, which ls one of his limitations as a hisUK) Gore's A Nn, Comfflfflta1'11: "A remarkable rewriting of.
history; the Cbronlc:ler climdaes auch a tradition u unworthy of a pat
Jdq and revenes the tramactlon."-See Commn.t41'11 by Jamlaon,
l'auaet, Brown or Wehncw Bibel: "Dle Staedte, die Hiram Salomo
wiederpb, well ale Ihm nicht 1eftelen."
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torlan, appears here.'' Luke was honest enough, but he lacked the
exactitude of the modern historian.lllli>
8) When we saw the statement by F. Bettex: ''These critics
say that God, not being a man, cannot speak; consequently there
is no word of God!" (Fundcimmtczla1 IV, p. 82), we were inclined
to think that he might have overstated the case. But we later
found that, for instance, C. H. Dodd, professor of exegesis at Oxford,
declares in all seriousness: The Epistle to the Romans cannot be,
strictly speaking, "the Wo1-d of God." For "in the expression 'the
Word of God' lurks an equivocation. A word is properly a means
of conmmunicating thought through vibrations of the vocal cords,
peculiar to the human species. The Eternal has neither breath nor
vocal cords; how should He speaks words?" (Op. cit., p.16.) It is
an undeniable fact that God has no vocal cords; and this is one of
the "facts" over against which Verbal Inspiration cannot stand!
9) We listed a number of misinterpretations under No. 21.
The following ones are listed here because of their outstanding
absurdity. Paine: "I begin by saying that these two chapters [Gen.
1 and 2] contain two different and contradictory stories of a
creation." Name one of these contradictions! Gore's New Com1nent11ry: "Gen. 2:4 b-25: J's Narrative of Creation. . • . Man is
formed before plants and animals." Name one more! Ingersoll:
"In the first account, man is made 'male and female'; in the second
only a male is made, and there is no intention of making a woman
whatever." Any more? Yes. ''In the first chapter of Genesis,
Adam alone is mentioned and the woman is left out." We have
already listed this particular blunder of a nameless discrepancyhunter (see page 501) ,1 0 > but set it down here again for the
185) R. F. Horton: "This opening passage of Acta gives us o clear
indication that the author lays no claim to infallibility. In the simplest
and most natural way lte corrects him.self." (Italics in original.) "When
he wrote the gaspel, he had been under the impression that the PSCension
had taken place bnmcdiately after the resurrection. . . • The author
looked on these events as compressed into a fn, hours. When he
approached his second treatise, he was better informed and knew that
(or six weeks after the resurrection the risen Lord manifested Himself
to His disciples. . . • When on author thus corrects himself, we certainly
learn to trust him more as an honest writer, but we feel at once the
absurdity of ascribing the qualities of infallibility and inerrancy to his
work." (Op. cit., p. 260 f.) -Lenski on Luke 2': 50: "Intolerable is the
claim, which boasts as being the genuine exegesis, that in his gospel
Luke tells us that Jesus ascended to heaven on the very day of His
resurrection, while in the Acts the 11DJ11e Luke tells us that Jesus ascended
forty days later. This preposterous claim calls it genuine ~ems when
it decrees, 'He led them out' must mean that very Easter night. So the
ascension took place at night, in the moonlight! First Luke got hold of
one tradition and followed it; then he discovered another and again
followed it, with never a word of e~lanation - and he sent both
documents to the same man, Theophilus!'
186) H. Rimmer ''pointed out to him that his error was a lack of
intelligent reading of the text" (Gen. I: 27). And, "Moses adds later
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purpose of comparing his lack of intelligent reading of the text

with that evldenc:ed by the Nev, Commentc'll of the well-known
Bishop Gore. The writer of the statement: ''Man is formed before
plants ancl animals (Gen. 2: 4 b-25)" did not read this text intelligently. - R.H. Malden: "Eden Is fairy-land. . . . It was fairyland to Ezekiel when he wrote of the king of Tyre of his own day:
'Thou wast in Eden, the garden of God, ... thou art the anointed
cherub,' chap. 28:13, 14." (Op. cit., p. 53.) "I doubt whether justice
Is, as a general rule, done to the episode of the burning bush, Ex. 3.
Knowledge of another person's name was, and probably still is, in
some parts of the world, supposed to give the possessor some power
over him." (P. 33.) ''The prayer of Jonah does not fit the circumstances which are said to have given rise to it. 'Out of the
belly of hell cried I' - not of the fish." Best of all: "Jonah was
angry at the success of his own mission to Nineveh, but in spite of
its repentance it had long been desolate. (In fact, it had been
destroyed some three centuries before the book was written.)"
(P. 57 f.) So the story is evidently a fabrication, and in the face of
these "facts" Verbal Inspiration cannot stand! - R. F. Horton: "On
the old and orthodox idea of revelation the Epistle of Jude would
be discredited; for it Is impossible that apocryphal works like the
Book of E110ch and the Auumption of Moses (v. 9) nre worthy of
credit." (Op. cit., p. 364.) Who told Horton that Jude is quoting
from these apocryphal books? But DSide from thnt, on Horton's
theory St. Paul's writings would be in worse condemnation, for
Paul even quotes from pagan writers. - It seems incredible that
Marcus Dods (a conservative modem), in listing "irreconcilable
discrepancies," should offer this: "According to Mark, Luke, and
John the women found the stone already rolled away from the
entrance to the tomb; according to Matthew this was accomplished
by an angel m. the J)1"esence of the 10omen." (The Bible, Its Origin
and Na.tv.n, p.136.) Matthew does not say that the women saw
the angel rolling away the stone and seating himself on it. For one
thing, he has lxcilllw and not lxuOaair.v. See Zahn's Kommenta.r on
Matt. 28: 1-3. - We have not the space to display nny more samples.
No. 23. Some of the assertions and arguments are more than
ludicrous; they are grotesque. We submit three samples. Arthur
Brisbane (who would classify himself as ultrallberal) thus proves
that the Bible-story is not true: Jesus said, "Today thou shalt,'' etc.;
but "if the soul travels at the speed of the radio rays, which in less
than one second pass around the globe seven times, it would take
it 300,000,000 years to reach the limits of the universe."
detalls that he did not use in the broad outline. • • . Bow marveloualy this

muatrata the abWty of the keen mentality that would contradicit the
Book that God bu written!"
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H. E. Fosdick (very liberal) and Ingersoll find that the Slnaltlc
wilderness could not possibly have sustained the 600,000 men and
their famllles, 3,000,000 persons. So Fosdick solves the dlOiculty
by suggesting, in the Ladies' Home Joumal, that the Hebrew word
ala.f be here translated "a family." "All our trouble comes from
translating it 'a thousand' here." Num.1: 34, 35 would thus state
that the tribe of Manasseh numbered not 32,000 but had thirty-two
fa.milies, making 200 people altogether. So a total of only about
5,500 made the Exodus. "At least that fits the possibilities."
No miracle was needed to sustain such a vast host. It is not necessary to assume that Moses "stretched the statistics." And Ingersoll
can no longer gloat over the biometrical blunder committed by
Moses in letting the seventy increase to three millions in such
a short time. However, if Fosdick's suggestion is adopted, Ingersoll
will have to charge Moses with a bad arithmetical error. Add
the 46 "families" of Reuben, the 59 of Simeon, and all the others,
and we get 598 "families." But the census officials whose figures
Moses accepts, get the sum of 603 "families" (Num.1: 46). Computing a family at 6, the census official for Gad should have reported
270 persons. He padded the figu1·es and reported 650. The national
official tried to rectify these mistakes, and in verse 46, where he
was entitled to 3,618, he put down only 550. These men were
pool' in al'ithmetic. If l51•ael numbered 603,550 men, the figures
given Ex. 38: 25, 26, as to the sum raised by taxation, are correct.
If Fosdick's suggested figure, 5,500, is correct, the sum given in
verse 25, at half a shekel for every man, cannot be correct. Qr else
they were taxed to death. (See further Theol. Mthly., 1928, p. 299 ff.)
H. C. Alleman: "Matt. 21: 7 says the disciples placed their garments upon them (the ass and the colt), and He sat on them. Does
that mean that Jesus sat upon both animals?" (Luth. ChuTch
Qua.Tt., Oct., 1940, p. 356.)187> Dr. Alleman goes out of his way
to give the sacred story a farcical twist. Before him David Friedrich Strauss did it. He says that "the evangelist makes Jesus
slavishly and unreasonably carry out the prophetic description
by riding at once upon both animals." The Lange-Schaff Commentary calls it a "frivolous criticism," "to which it is sufficient
Jo reply that Matthew knew as much Hebrew and had as much
common sense as any modem critic of his gospel."
"Wlr sind Wlrklichkeitsmenschen!" - Gentlemen, your facts
have turned out to be fictions.
Tit. EHGZLDER
(To be continued)

187) Similarly Gore's A Nn, Comm.enta711: ''Matthew's misunderstanding of Zechariah leads him into ab.n&nlitv. He speaks • • • of the
Lord as riding on both animals." He does not. Just "refer the second
a~ii>v (them) to the garments" (Ezp. Gr. Teat.). According to Greek

grammar ft fits perfectly.
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